
Quick Start Guide

YOW! CraftY Cutter with WiFi 106.701.01
The cutting plotter for the hobby and creative sector with professional functions!

1. Verify the Package Contents

Power adaptor 1 set USB Cable 1 pcs

Blade holder 1 pcs Pen tool 1 pcs

45 degree blade 2pcs Cutting Mat 1 pcs

60 degree blade 1 pcs



2. Note the Names of Parts

U-disk interface USB cable port        Powercable port

Blade holder seat:
Tightener for Locking Blade Holder

Blade carriage Touch screen Power button: Click for power on,
(Built-in Camera) control panel Hold on 3 seconds for power off.

Pinch wheels assembly lever: Up for pressing material, down for release material

Pinch wheels assembly pressure lever: Up for higher force pressing, down for normal force.



3. Blade installing instruction

4) Adjust the length of 3)The tip length can be adjusted by turning the gold knob
counterclockwise 5)Turn the gold knob clockwise to fix the tip length
the tip of the tool holder
by turning the silver knob

1) Press the silver 2) The blade can be inserted
here, be careful that the tip of the blade can easily hurt you.
button to eject the blade

4. Blade tip and blade force / speed value recommended settings

The blade tip recommends leaking a length of about 0.2 mm, but new users tend to use too longer blade tip. Our idea is
to cut only the surface of the sticker, but leaving only the minimum scratches under the bottom. This way you can easily
tear off the adhesive. If you can't cut through a small corner or some small details, you can increase the length of the
blade. The recommended speed setting is 600 mm / s The blade force setting 10 - 20.
The most commonly used 45-degree case (red cap) Thin material uses a 60-degree knee (blue cap)

Set the blade tip to only the surface of
the material without cutting the bottom layer



5. Place material

Step 1. Pull down the pinch wheels
assembly lever.
Step 2. Move the pinch wheel assembly again the steel axis.
Step 3. Load the material, at least 2 pcs pinch wheels pressing the material.
Step 4. Pull up the pinch wheels assembly lever, make sure material holding well.
Step 5. The blade is the origin point for cutting, move the blade carriage to specify position and then start cutting.
Step 6. If it is print and cut job, need to move the blade tip around 3mm close to the first mark.

First Mark

6. DrawCut Installation

1.) Input Product Serial Number(PSN)

2.) Select your Cutter Model



3.) Input email address twice to register software PSN

7. DrawCut License Deactivation

If PC system crashed or need to change a PC to run the software, how to do?

1.) Deactivate license on previous PC
2.) Activate license on new PC



8. Connection Settings

1.) Vinyl Spooler Connection Tap
2.) Set Connection Method Port Type “Direct USB Port” for USB Cable connection
3.) Set Connection Method Port Type “Windows Port” and choose U_disk for exporting PLT file onto a USB

flash drive and then loading plt file using the control panel on the cutter.

9. Send to Cut

1.) Click to send to artwork to cut directly

1.) Click “Create Cut Contour” to add cutting line simply
2.) Click “Contour Cut Wizard” to add L-Shape mark for print and cut



10. Simple Print and Cut Process

1.) Import raster images and Click Create 2.) Get a preliminary trace after settings
Cut Contour to trace outline

3.) Print the project, after selecting registration L-Shape mark properties, location of project on the page, and
printer options.



4.) Place the material and move the blade tip close to the L-Shape mark (in 3mm is ok), camera will find the reg
mark.

5.) Go to software and send to cut. Cutter will scan reg mark for contour cutting automatically. If the not finding
reg mark, click the cross of reg mark on LCD control panel and then click ok, we can help the cutter find the reg
mark easily.


